10) usual
11) result
12) sometimes
13) obviously
14) similar
15) plain
16) body
17) height
18) similarly
19) one-to-one
20) close

Task 3. Match the verbs (a) and other parts of speech (b) marked
by the figures 1-20 with their equivalents from among the words
marked by the letters a-t:
a)
1) to add
2) to assume
3) to take from
4) to call
5) to use
6) to happen
7) to raise to the second power
8) to follow (a rule)
9) to regard
10) to mix up
11) to foresee
12) to deduce
13) to cross (a line)
14) to end
15) to study
16) to proceed
17) to specify beforehand
18) to ascribe (sth to sb)
19) to drop (a perpendicular)
20) to attract (attention)

a) to apply
b) to meet
c) to suppose
d) to go farther
e) to credit
f) to view
g) to draw
h) to confuse
i) to preassign
j) to investigate
k) to denominate
1) to terminate
m) to anticipate
n) to observe
o) to sum
p) to occur
q) to erect
r) to subtract
s) to square
t) to infer

the other way round
correspondingly
period
common (fraction)
order
adjacent
curled brackets
important
isolated

a) like this
b) vice versa
c) surface
d) intimate
e) decimal point
f) essential
g) on occasion
h) solid
i) likewise
6
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Task 4. Choose the right term for each of the following definitions.
1. A greater number from which a smaller number is taken.
a) a subtrahend; b) a minuend; c) a product; d) a remainder.
2. A number by which another number is divided.
a) a quotient; b) a remainder; c) a dividend; d) a divisor.
3. A line straight up and down.
a) a vertical line;
c) a parallel line;

b) a perpendicular line;
d) a horizontal line.

4. An angle greater than a half circle but less than a complete circle,

b)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

j) ordinary
k) braces
1) altitude
m)juxtaposed
n) biunique
o) outcome
p) respectively
q) dimension
r) evidently
s) vulgar
t) detached

a) straight; b) obtuse; c) reflex; d) acute.
5. Two angles put together and forming a straight angle.
a) complementary; b) supplementary; c) right; d) conjugate.
6. A plain figure bounded by eight straight lines.
a) a decagon; b) a hexagon; c) an octagon; d) a pentagon.
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